
 

 

Home Learning for 04/05/2020.  

Work will be emailed to parents of children by teachers between the day before (from 
3pm) to 8:45am. These emails may come from Miss Shepherd, Miss Foster or myself in the 

event that a class teacher is ill.  

 MATHS: to be set daily using online or scanned materials that are differentiated as needed 
and will reflect White Rose Maths Plans. The youngest will be provided with a series of 
shorter tasks and may include some practical tasks and investigations. There will be a contin-
ued daily focus on fluency - these speed of recall of number facts such as timetables and number 
bonds. 

 ENGLISH: to be set daily and again reflect medium term plans. Each day to cover different 
areas with an expectation that children read from books at home. Provision will include: 
spellings/phonics tasks based on the published weekly spelling lists; grammar and punctua-
tion; a book review of what they have been reading (doesn’t have to be the whole book), a 
comprehension task and an extended creative writing task. Phonics tasks will be set on a dai-
ly basis for those in Reception, Yr1 and those needing support in Yr2.  

 TOPIC: to be set once a week ready for  star ting each Monday- you might receive it on 
Sunday evening. Creativity is encouraged but they should include research opportunities and 
non fiction writing as well as art, DT and any place for music?  

 

 We’ll be moving onto Week Five …. 
 

 Wk5: RE This time it’ll relate to Summer planned topics. Please note we won’t 
be doing all of this next week but that this work will be spread over the summer. 

 

 For Reception and KS1—the focus will be on ‘Sacred places’: places of 
worship, of refuge and places of reverence.  Through out history, people from 
across the world have needed places to pray and come together: they can be plac-
es that inspire, places that uplift but equally places to withdraw to. This is a great 
chance for our children to get to know a little about them and why they are so im-
portant today.  

 For KS2 - we will be focusing on a Unit of RE titled ‘How to build a Kingdom 
of God’ as so many do on earth. There are so many ways that different people do 
this and why they do it.   

  
 

 Wk6: Back to Science: building on the last projects that so many should be extremely 
proud of.  

 Wk7: Back to Geography and History as has already been published (we just 
build on the topics already set). 

Teachers will communicate with parents and children (using school emails) and will give feedback 
of work that has been completed in this way. Teachers are available via email between 8:45am 
and 4:00pm to answer any queries or questions relating to the work that has been set: and 
yes - if a child is struggling with a concept, we can help.  
 
I know many have find the YouTube clips very useful for explaining especially when related 
to Maths. 
   
 

Thank you again all for sharing the achievements of your children! 

 

A happy church school that nurtures the unique talents of individuals and brings them together so that  
‘they will soar on wings like eagles’ (Isaiah 40:31) 


